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Structure large projects via sequence
of forms that guide students through
topic identification, contextual
resources and self-assessment
regarding concerns, and assistance
requirements.
Design and structure sequence of
forms using scaffolding and Zone of
Proximal Development concepts.
Incorporate library resources.

Needs it Addresses
Mentors can find large projects difficult
to assign, manage, and to support at a
personal level. This practice
encourages:
1.Clearer assignment path design.
2.Improved collaboration with
colleagues such as resource
librarians.
3.Student peer review and mentor
overview of progress and bottlenecks.
4.Student-centered progression:
Students can partially complete
forms and continue later.
5.Course evaluation/revision data.

Scaffold large
assignments
using forms
“Choose your project goal...Narrow your topic...Select your
analytical lens...Identify your data and sources...Plan your
presentation...How do you feel about library resources?...
About the upcoming project?...Questions about finding
research?...About the project?”

Resources
• Use Google Forms/Sheets to simplify
data collection, sharing, and analysis.
• https://gsuite.google.com/training/
• https://www.it.unlv.edu/lynda
• Use structured survey design guides.
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Evidence it
Benefits Students
• “I felt that having the final project in 4
parts was very helpful and allowed me
to really flesh out the project.”
• “I have connected the ideas from the
class with my personal experience
being an intern [on] Capitol Hill
conducting research on policy.”
• Susie Skarl: “Collaborating using
Google forms, introducing students to
resources, and seeing their progress
was awesome! I was thrilled as they
became more comfortable and
interested with research.”

(Download detailed examples at left.)
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